What Time Is It? Worksheet

Directions: For each correct answer move the stated number of spaces on the Gameboard

1. What is the time difference between Honolulu, Hawaii, and Jackson, Mississippi? ___________ (2 spaces)

2. Cantrell took a train from Chicago, Illinois, to Hammond, Indiana. He left Chicago at 1:00 P.M. What time was it in Hammond when Cantrell left Chicago? ___________ (3 spaces)

3. Alex lives in Taos, New Mexico. His favorite television show starts at 7:00 P.M. in Taos. What time is it in New York when Alex’s favorite show starts in Taos? ___________ (1 space)

4. Jeni lives in California. She called her friend in Florida. It was 8:30 P.M. in Florida when her friend answered the phone. What time was it in California when Jeni’s friend answered the phone in Florida? ___________ (2 spaces)

5. Giovanni flew from his home in Olympia, Washington, to visit his grandfather in Virginia. He calls his mother every night at 7:00 P.M. Olympia time. What time is it in Virginia when Giovanni calls his mother in Washington? ___________ (2 spaces)

6. If it is 3:30 P.M. in Anchorage, Alaska, what time is it in Dubuque, Iowa? ___________ (4 spaces)

7. Natalie’s dad is taking a college class over the Internet. His first report is due Friday at 6:00 P.M. Kansas time. He lives in Kenosha, Wisconsin. By what time should he send his report? ___________ (3 spaces)

8. Monique’s family traveled from North Carolina to Colorado to visit relatives. When Monique called her best friend back home, her friend said it was 10:45 P.M. What time was it in Colorado? ___________ (1 space)

9. Erin lives in Helena, Montana. Her cousin Seth lives in Minneapolis, Minnesota, and their cousin Trey lives in Austin, Texas. They want to chat online together at 5:00 P.M. Texas time. What time should Erin log on? ___________ (2 spaces)

10. How many hours later is it in Atlanta, Georgia, than in Las Vegas, Nevada? ___________ (5 spaces)

11. A flight from Detroit, Michigan, to Houston, Texas, took 4 hours. Jeffrey left Detroit at 1:00 P.M. What time was it in Houston when he arrived? ___________ (4 spaces)

12. Jordan lives in Ohio. Mikayla lives in Oregon. They both watched a television program that was broadcast live from Iowa. The program started at 6:30 P.M. Iowa time. What time did the program start at Jordan’s house in Ohio? ___________ (4 spaces)